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Resonant excitation rates for the 2p53s 
and 2p53p levels In Ne-like Fe XVII 

The l7A 2p-3s X-ray emission lines of neon
like Fe XVII are observed in astrophysical 
settings as diverse as the solar corona (e.g., 
Loulergue and Nussbaumer 1973) , supernova 
remnants (e . g .. Hamilton, Sarazin and Cheva
lier 1983), and accretion disks (e . g. , Kahn et 
al . 1984). Their intensities in the solar 
corona have been extensively studied and used 
as temperature diagnostics (e . g. , Rugge and 
McKenzie 1985 , Raymond and Smith 1986) . 
Resonant excitation makes a significant 
contribution to the population of the 2pl 3s 
levels at temperatures below threshold for 
their direct collisional excitation (Smith, 
Raymond, Mann and Cowan 1985 ; Raymond 1978). 
In this regime, the 2p-3s line intensities are 
very sensitive to resonant excitation, and 
their utility as a diagnostic depends on 
accurately accounting for this process . 
Previous calculations of resonant excitation 
in Fe XVII adopted a non-relativistic , LS 
configuration ave rage approach (Omar and Hahn 
1988), or extrapolated the results of a subset 
of detailed calculations to determine the 
contribution of each autoionizing series 
(Smith et al. 1985). Configuration average 
energies were apparently used to determine 
energetically allowed autoionization channels . 
This is a gross approxima~ion for energeti
cally broad configurations, and easily leads 
to incorrect results . 

We present the results of a new cal cu
lation, in a detailed level accounting 
scheme, of the re sonant excitation rate of 
2p13. and 2pl 3p levels of Fe XVII. These 
rates are signifi'cantly lower than those in 
the literature . The present results are 
similar to those recently reported by Chen and 
Reed (1989), who also use a detailed level 
accounting scheme, but a different , multi
configurational Dirac-Fock (MCDF), atomic 
mode.l. 

In the isolated resonance approximation 
rate coefficients for resonant excitation is 
given by , 

are .... e. (finaJ)=t I;ReapL(2p6 -+lev) 

C auIO levE<:.u1O 

x A auto'Ch;v-tfinall 

(I) 
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where "final" is a neon-like level and the 
sodium-like "!8V" belong. to the autoionizing 
configuration C_. R...,t is obtained by 
detailed balancing the corr8sponding autoioni
zation rate, AaAo ,end the last factor is 
the branching ratio for "lev" . The atomic data 
for Eq . (1) wa. calculated in the relativi
stic , multiconfigurationai parametric poten
tiai model of Klapisch (1971, 1977) and Bar
Shalom and Klapisch (i988). 

TIbIc I The sel of luroionizinl confiprations included in die 
presenl cak:ulaIion, wim die lUlOioniwion and radiative dccay 
tnnches for ea:h. 

Cairo CNe CNI 
(auroion. ehanneJs) (rad.channeJs) 

2s2p~/sr, 2p6,2p53/, (2s2p)8nf(EI), 
IS2 ,/'S4 2s2p"Y (2s2p)73/"nr(EI), 

(2s2p) 73lnr, inchxliftl2p-2s 
IS2,/':s4, 6SnSIO ClSaIde fdlolo<d 

bylUlOÎOIIÎZIIliOII. 

2pS3dnI, 1:s4, 2p6,2p53/, 2p6n/(EI), 

IISnSlS 2p~I) 

2pS3pn/,/:s4, 2p6,2pS3/, 2p~p(EI), 
IISn:s20' 2p6n/(EI,E2), 

2p53sn/(E1) 

(2s2p) 74/4/" 2p6,2p53/, (2s2p)84/(E1), 

1,/',:s3 2s2p~1 (2s2p) 7314/'(E1) 
includiftl2p-2s 
ClSaIde fdlolo<d 
by aJIOÏOOÎZlIiOII. 

2p54/n/', t:s3,J',:s4 2p6,2pS3/, 2p6n/(EI), 

n-S,6,7 2s2p~1 2p53/nf(EI), 

The autoionizing configurations included 
in the outer summation in Eq . (l), and the 
radiative and autoionization channels included 
in the branching ratios, are listed in Table 
I. Our calculations are in intermediate 
coupling, and for given n, configuration 
interacti on (Cl) among the different values of 
1 is included. All Cl within the (2s2p)74i41' 
configurations was inciuded since they were 
treated in a single structure calculation. 
For the 2p l 41nl' series, Cl was included for 
fixed 1 and n ; i.e., the 4sni' , 4pnl', 4dni' 
and 4fnl' were treated independently . All Cl 
among neon-iike levels was included. 

The importance of accounting expiicitly 
for each level (both "final" and "lev") in Eq. 
(i) has been noted previously, and large 
errors have been shown to result from the use 
of average, rather than detaiied level-by
level weighted , fluorescence yieids in the 
calcuiation of resonant processes (Chen and 
Craseman 1974; Chen , Craseman and Matthews 
1975; Bhalla 1975a, i975b; Chen 1985, 1989) . 
Inaccuracies can be traced to neglecting, in 
the ave rage treatment , the effect of select ion 
rul es on branching ratios for Auger and X-ray 
processes. 

The results of the present calculation, 
at an electron temperature of 200 eV, are 
summarized in Table 11 , along with total rates 
for =200 eV reported by Smith et al. (i985) 



and Chen and Reed (1989) . The discrepancies 
with the former ca1cu1ation have been remarked 
on previous1y (Go1dstein 1988 ), and have been 
conf i rmed by the independent ca1culations of 
the 1at·ter . 

Table 11. Tota1 resonant excitation rate coefrlCicnts <-units of 10.13 

cm3 sec· l ) for tbc 2p!13s and 2p!13p levels of FeXVII. Levels are 
listed in energy order. Values for this cak:ulation are at an electron 
temperat"", of 200 eV. while those of Smith tt al. (1985) an: at 
217 eV and include an eXlrapolaûon of n 10 100. The ,estllts of 
ellen and Reed (1989) are for Te=200 eV and we .. extrapolated 

Ileyond n= 15 10 n=200 for tbc 2p!I3/n1' configuraûons. 

TOTAL RATE (x 10' \3 cm3 sec· I) @ 200 eV 
flIl8l IIUs ca/co Smilh et al. Che. '" Reed 
state 

[(2p5lJfl3s12 12.97 50.0 12.2 

[(2p5lJfl3sh 16.11 38.0 14.4 

[(2p5)lfl3s)0 2.48 11.0 1.9 

[(2p5ltfl3sJI .lll2 ~ H.Z 
A11 2p53s 46.68 147.0 42.7 

[(2p5)3fl3pl/2I1 5.17 5.7 

[(2p5)3fl3PlflJ2 4.09 4.8 

[(2p5)3fl3P3(213 5.07 6.9 

[(2p5)3fl3R3(2J I 3.75 3.1 

[(2p5)3fl3P3f212 4.08 5.0 

[(2p5)3fl3P3flJO 3.36 2.8 

[(2p5ltfl3Pl/211 3.61 3.5 

[(2p5ltfl3P3(211 4.25 \3.0 

«2p5ltfl3P3flh 4.39 12.0 

[(2p5ltfl3Pl/210 ua .J..1 

A112p53p 40.75 58.5 

The overall reduction in the excitation 
rate for 2p5 3s levels of Fe XVII i mplied by 
the present resu1ts suggests that the 3s / 3d 
1ine ratio observed in sol ar active regions 
and f1ares (Rugge and McKenzie 1985) ought to 
be reconsidered . A mode1ing effort is 
presently underway that apparently succeeds in 
matching the observed ratios when dielectronie 
recombination of Fe XVIII is included (Liedahl 
et al. 1989) . 

Work performed under the auspices of the 
U.S. Dept. of Energy by Lawrence Livermore 
Nat i onal Laboratory under Contract No . W-7405-
ENG-48. 
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